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If you get the peace sign, then.. set you out of my
mind,
So watch for that peace sign,
'cause you're ,,
You get the peace sign,
You get the peace sign.

Chorus:
Ok, then watch upon the peace sign,
Let's coming in the mean time,
Watch upon the peace sign,
It's coming in the mean time, peace sign.
I'm not the only wonder why, hope she's ..,
I'm going .. looking crazy,
No, no, no, no, no
So watch upon the peace sign.

Hello, my name is Jahron B. , , the keys to the ladies,
..'cause someone tell me what is start
Because I don't know where I'm going without
she seems so happy without me,
I don't know .. the booty,
But in meantime, trust it will see,
That I'm me, musically educated and ,marry to my
piano keys.

Hope you understand where she's still gone,
So I say p,p,p, peace,
,the man knows that he's wrong.

Peace sign, peaces sign.

Chorus:
Watch upon the peace sign,
It's coming in the mean time, peace sign
Watch upon the peace sign,
It's coming in the mean time, peace sign.
I'm not the only wonder why, hope she's ..,
I'm going .. looking crazy,
No, no, no, no, no, no
So watch upon the peace sign.
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Love, what's that, I'm trippin' ,and I'm trippin that..,
I said love, what's that, I'm trippin', and I'm trippin'.. the
show.

Ok , I ask you the sad lines, no , the balls mine,
And don't be coming back if you ain't coming back
now,
And I know it's just a .., because our love is a game,
yeah,
And you know what I know, and you know that the name
is not my name,
Peace sign, you get the peace sign.

[Chorus:]

You know I love you baby, yeah
,move on, ha ha, yeah
Heart in, heart in, I'm heart in
Baby girl I'm heart in.

OK, I lied, because.. I lied,
Boy it can be fixed,
Got me , got take a lie of me,
cause baby girl I'm ,and burning like ,
cause I lost sign, , peace sign
You get the peace sign,, you get the peace sign.
Peace sign, you get the peace sign.

[Chorus:]

Thanks to greta
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